ANATOMY OF THE HEPATOBILIARY AND UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACTS

Each pad contains 100 leaflets $39 per pad Number of pads:  

ANATOMY OF THE FEMALE PELVIC FLOOR AND URINARY TRACT

Each pad contains 100 leaflets $39 per pad Number of pads:  

ANATOMY OF THE MALE PELVIC FLOOR AND URINARY TRACT

Each pad contains 100 leaflets $39 per pad Number of pads:  

ANATOMY OF THE ALIMENTARY CANAL

Each pad contains 100 leaflets $39 per pad Number of pads: 

RACS Patient Education Leaflets on Normal Anatomy

(ASOHNS and RACS)

DIRECT LARYNGOSCOPY, MICROLEYNGOSCOPY, MICROLARYNGEAL SURGERY, BRONCHOSCOPY AND OESOPHAGOSCOPY

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

TREATMENT WITH GROMMETS

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

SURGICAL TREATMENT OF EXOSTOSES

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

SURGERY OF THE NOSE (RHINOPLASTY)

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

SEPTOLPLASTY AND SURGERY TO REDUCE ENLARGED TURBINATES

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

MYRINGOPLASTY – REPAIR OF THE EARDRUM

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

CHOLESTEATOMA AND CHRONIC MIDDLE-EAR INFECTION

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

FUNCTIONAL ENDOSCOPIC SINUS SURGERY

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

OTOSCLEROSIS AND STAPEDECTOMY

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

SURGICAL REMOVAL OF THE TONSILS AND ADENOID

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000

SURGERY TO REMOVE A NECK LUMP

Copies: ❑ 100 ❑ 200 ❑ 500 ❑ 1,000
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PRICE LIST PER TITLE (FOUR-PAGE PAMPHLETS)

100 copies @ $1.20 each: $120

200 copies @ $1.15 each: $230

500 copies @ $1.10 each: $550

1,000 copies @ $1.05 each: $1050
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Order online: www.mitec.com.au OR post to: RACS Patient Education

OR return this form by fax to: +61 3 9888 6465 or email: orders@mitec.com.au
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